
TRUNK SHOW IN YOUR ACTUAL TRUNK! 
 
 
Trunk Show Example (I do a plain gold table cloth and set fragrance demos at the front of the trunk.  I 
place mine in order of price. There are many different ways ) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Supplies 
 
Table Cloth or Cotton to line Trunk 
Change….5s  10s   20s 
Sales Tickets 
Money Bag 
Pen 
Cookie Basket 
Refill for cookies in car 
Christmas music 
Scent Samples in Plastic Bags 
Demo Perfumes 
Business Cards with labels on the back 
Loose tags 
Gift Certificates 
Look Books 
Coffee Beans in Mug 
Big Smile and Great Attitude!! 
 
 
Line trunk in price and gender categories.  Have priced even in 5 and 10 increments with tax 
included.  Place scent sample right next to item.  Be sure to label wrapped items if you can no 
longer see what it is .  Go to Car Dealerships, Gas Stations, Military recruiting offices 
(although those may be more strict now) anywhere men are hanging out.  Walk in with your 
basket of cookies in one are and a wrapped gift in the other (not a perfume) with a BIG SMILE 
and say to a cluster of pp, be polite, respectful and cheery…”HI!  I’m have to save you from the 
hassles of the Malls!  I’ve brought the store to you with beautiful gift ideas that are 100% 
Satisfaction Guaranteed.  Come and check it out.  I’ve got everything in my trunk, wrapped 
ready to go with tag and all!” 
 
Don’t give up.  Numbers are the key here too!  Some will be ‘hot spot’s and some not so much.  
Those that do check it out will be so grateful and so happy that you came!!    
 
This has been an amazing way that I have moved Holiday Items FAST!  $4-5-600 evenings is the 
norm!  Spend 2 solid hours and you have got it made !! 
 
They will love you for the idea AND the wrapping and tagging!  I always give a gift certificate 
along w/ a complementary pampering session w/ the gift the person purchased and have them 
write the name and number of the person who will be receiving the gift.  I tell them what they 
purchased comes w/ a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee so I'll call a week or so after the Holiday and 
make certain she's happy =)  Also, when you call her you’ll remind her of the free product she 
gets to choose at her complementary pampering session and what would be best-this week or 
next to get together! 
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